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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
The purpose of this project is to induce an anxiety reaction and describe 
it in quantifiable terms. Our major focus is the role that anxiety plays in 
the life of the individual in the world. Although anxiety has been more 
commonly associated with abnormal behavior, it will be regarded as a normal 
human phenomenon here. 
Freud was among the first to attempt a description of anxiety. In his 
early' writings he deliniated an anxiety neurosis as distinct from neurasthenia. 
(1963) The word, "anxiety," appears often in his discussion of other 
"categories" in psyohopathology, and it took on the nature of a kind of 
pressure resulting from unreleased libidinal energy. (1938) 
One oharacteristio whioh the Freudian view shared with most extant 
conoeptualisations of anxiety is a diffuse feeling of unrest, indigeneous to tht 
human organism. Although Freud conceptualized it within a psychopathological 
framework, the implioation is that the feeling of anxiety is normal to the 
human condition and that it need not necessarily be associated with neuroticism. 
Kierkegaard, some sixty years before Freud, wrote of dread as something 
which can move a man to greater awareness or as som.ething which can lead him to 
an "existential death." (1946) That group in psychotherapy which look to 
Kierkegaard as their intelleotual ancestor have siezed upon the idea of 
1 
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existential death as being the key to much of ps,-chopathology and even as an 
explanation tor such phenomena as "voodoo" death. (Ma,-, 1950; May et al, 
1948) In the same vein, Frankl has coined the term, "neogenic neurosis," to 
describe the person's teeling that his lite has no meaning or purpose. 
(Frankl, Victor, 19$,; 19$9) 
Again the emphasis has been on the "abnormal" and its treatment. However, 
in reading the existentialists, one is struck by the idea that anxiety is a 
characteristic ot everyone. Rollo May made a clear distinction between normal 
anxiety and that which could be considered pathological. Anxiety becomes 
pathological when a person's It ••• Feeling ot threat is out of proportion to 
objective threat ••• " and neurotic defense mechanisms are .. ployed so that what-
ever fIObjective threat" is real17 present It ••• cannot be confronted." (May, 
19$0, p. 149) 
Thus, although man's inability to deal with his anxiet,- has been viewed as 
a source ot IlOSt existing psychopathology, the experience ot one'S own anxiet,-
is something which all humans must share. It the reason tor one's anxiety is 
successfully confronted, one matures, i.e., one becomes more aware ot oneself 
and one's world, and, consequent17, better at the everyday business of living. 
DirectlT related to the above, Erik Erikson, in conceptualizing human 
growth and development, has wn tten ot a series ot identities through which 
the individual must pass, if he is to mature, in his trek from. intanc,- to old 
age. (19$0; 1955) Anxiety is experienced during the movement trom one 
"identity" to another, as, tor example" from adolescence to young adulthood. 
The process which Erikson describes can be looked upon as learning ot a ver.y 
profound sort. The person learns to cope with his world and his being in the 
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world. By analogy, anxiety can be looked upon as the motivational "push" 
behind this movement or learning. 
1'0 extend the analogy still further, one could conceptualize the feeling 
of ftidenti ty diffusion" as a fear of a loss of identity. The same concept can 
be deeoribed in the existentialist's language. Fear of a lack of identity 
or ttidenti ty diffusion" can very readily be interpreted as a "fear of becoming 
notldng. tt (May, 19.)0) The implieation of both views, the existentia.list's 
and the more psychoanalytically orientated Erikson's, is that anxiety, 
experienced as a fear of one t s inadequaoy and manifested in a diffuse feeling 
of unrest and h;ypertension, is indigeneous to the human maturing process. 
In addition to the more clinical interest discussed above, there has been 
a similar interest in aTlXiety and anxiety-like concepts within more academic 
psychological circles. The work done has been primarily with anxiety 
questionnaires. Probably the foremost measure has been the Taylor Manifest 
AnrletY Scale (HAS). (1S53) The scale consists of statements to which the 
subject responds with either a "tl"lle1t or a ttFalse." The statanents deal with 
feelings associated with anxiety states. The subject is asked to attest to his 
own feelings of anxiety. 
As was pointed out by Ta.ylor (1956), there are two views about what scale 
scores refiect, i.e., whether they are chronic or acute emotional states. In 
the first conceptualization, anxiety scale scores are relatively stable 
indices. In the second, anxiety is conceptualized as a potential for arousal 
the implicat1~n being that the seale scores would be quite sensitive to 
environmental threat or to stress on the part of the person taking the test. 
In this study we are operating under the second hypothesis, that anxiety, 
as measured by anxiety scales, is affected by situational stress. 
In dealing with anxiety questionnaires or any other situation where a 
person is asked to attest to his own subjecti. ve feelings of threat, one must 
be aware that some defend against the awareness of anxiety while others do not. 
Since denial is so prevalent in defensive structures, it is probable that some 
people might deny their feelings of anxiety and actually attest to fewer 
manifestations of anxiety, as being true of them than in a less stressful 
si tuation. Others might simply attest to greater anxiety-
We are going to test the hypotheSis that humans will manifest greater 
anxiety when they are in a leaming situation in which theT have made a 
personal investment than theT will in a 8i twa Uon which is less personaUT 
involving. stated in another way, we are asserting that when students are more 
"ego-involved" theyw111 be more anxlOus. 
In short the more distance a subject is tro. a stimulus object, the less 
import the stimulus object has on the subject.s emotional state. (Hull, 194) 
The more involved a person is in an activity, the more he tends to invest in 
the activit)", the more he stands to lose if the activity is to no avail, and 
the more he may fear failure. The more responsibilitT a person mal' take for 
the success or the failure of the project the greater is the possibil1 t7 that 
the failure of the project would be personally threatening. The llOre 
individuals are involved in goal directed actiVit7, the more is 'the likelihood 
that the failure of that acti'Vit1' will be looked upo.J1 as a personal failure. 
This renders a situation in 1ib1ch a person is highly invested analagous, at 
least, to a stressful situation. 
We are going to test the above hypothesis in two ways. First we shall 
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administer an anxiety scale to high school students, half of wmll will Qe 
exposed to the more conventional "assign-study'-recite tt t1l>e of teaching for six 
weeks. At the end of the six week period, all classes will be re-tested. 
In the former the student has the greater responsibil1ty for learning, 
since the teacher takes on the role of oounselor and does not supply infor-
mation. Instead, the student must find the information which he may need. 
There is far loss structure in this type of teaohing and the very lack of 
structure would tend to make some people more anxious. It is the teaoherls 
role to maintain an atmosphere which would enable the student to remain in-
volved in the learning situation. If successful, the involvement will be 
greater. (Curran, 19$2; Rogers, 1961). 
In the latter, the c.ore conventional type ot teaching, the role of the 
teacher is that of information giver and director of the student's activity. 
The information given is what the teaoher bas decided that the students need to 
have. The ltudents are IIlUch more the palsive receptors of information. '!'hey 
take the reaponsib1l1ty for doing what they are told, but they do not take the 
responsib1lity for their own goal-directed activit,. to as great an extent as 
in the "student-centered" classroom. Hence, their involvaaent is not as 
complete. 
It lIl1ght be argued that m.embers of a class where the teacher takes on a 
counselor's role would show less anxiety because ot the acceptance ot the. 
counselor. Our present position is that the counselor's acceptance and under-
standing lIOuld not serve to less8l1 anxiety over the situation in which the 
students bad become involved so IIlUch as to enable them to channel the resulting 
energy in a productive direction. 
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The second way in which we propose to test the ~thesis is to administer 
the anxiety scale to the classes exposed to n student-centeredtt teaching, aa 
mentioned above, at the begi.nn1ng ot the six week period. All students will be 
working on a project for six weeks. Balt of the class will be retested two 
days betore the end of the proj 8Ot, while they are stt 11 engaged in the 
culminating exercise of the project, In.olvement should be at its height at 
this pOint. The other half of the cOl1nse1ecl group will be retested a few days 
later, after the culminating exercise of the project has been tumed in to the 
teacher. Involvement should not be as bigh at tlns point as it _s a few days 
before when the students were ElIlgaged in the pl"Oj ect. 
We are attempting to test our Jvpothesis in this stuq by using a 
rel.ativel.7 new measure of anxiety, the Nicolay ... Walker Personal Reaction 
Schedule (PRS). It is constructed in the same manner as the JUS mentioned 
above, in the sense that it is a 'l'rue/~lse questionnaire, the tald.ng of which 
constitutes the subject's attesting or not attesti!'lg to his subjective feelings 
of .anxiety. However, there are SODle important differences representing unique 
innovations. l 
The operational ~otheses to be tested _y be stated as follows: 
1. Anxiety, operationally de.f1ned as PRS scores, will be sign1.f1cantly 
b1gher with students who are exposed to "atudent-centered" teach1ng than with 
IFor a discussion of the histoxy of the MAS and the deTelopment of other 
indices of manifest anxiety J aee below J "ReView of Related Li teratu.re. " For a 
disCU8BiOll of tbe FRS, see below, "Design or the experiment. rt 
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students engaged in more oonTentional learning aotivity. 
2. Anxiety, operationally' defined as PRS soores, will be significantly 
hi ghar with students who are acti Tely engaged in a learning aoti vi V than with 
students who have terminated their activity. 
As waa oonsidered above, there is some likelihood that a portion of a 
given population will attest to greater anxiety and stress, while others wtll 
be defended in suoh a way as to attest to less anxiety. This kind of change 
might spread the soores out on a oontinum in such a way that there would be a 
greater variance of scores extracted from the "threatened- group than scores 
extracted. from the "less threatened" group. For this reason we intend to test 
secondary hypotheses of a change in variance in anxiety scale scores to 
aocompany greater personal investment in a learning situation. 
The secondary operational l:Jn>otheaes to be tested -7 be stated aa follows 
3. !he variance of anxiet7 soale scores (PRS acores) supplied by 
students engaged in "student-centered" learning will be significantly greater 
than the variance of anxiety seale scores (PRS soores) supplied by students 
engaged in more conventional learning act! vi ties. 
4. The .. rianoe of an:xiet," scale scores (PRS scores) supplied by students 
actively engaged in learning activity will be Significantly greater than the 
'Variance of anxiety scale scores (PRS soores) supplied by students who have 
terminated their activity. 
CHAPT'ER II 
The great recent interest in anxiety and anxiety-like constructs has been 
reflected in both molar and molecular research. Although the present study is 
of the molar variety, it seems appropriate to present a brief review of the 
more molecular physiological research in areas related to anxiety. 
The more recent theories positing a central nervous system "center" for 
activation, 'P.",.G., the A.R .. A.S. (Ascending Reticular Aotivating System), as an 
intervening variable to explain a heightened state of physioal axei tElllent 
(Malmo, 19S'9) seem to complement drive theo17 and the JIOre clinical view of 
anxiety. (Malmo, 1958J 0 tKell7, 1963) 
It bas been fOllnd that a general slowing down of physiological functioning 
as measured by F. 'R.O., E.K.O., O"S.R.., and respiration rate occurs as the 
person passes from excitement through relaxed wakefulness through drowsiness to 
sleep. (Lindaley, D.B., 1951) Malmo r~CI!"ted a quickening of activity, as 
measured in the way described above, to accompatl7 sleep deprivation. (1960) 
There is a corresponding qt1ickening of physiological activity in the clinical 
description of anxiety states. 
French et al (19$6) were able to induce ulcers in monkeys by continual 
electrical stimu.htion of the b;vpothalam.s. While it is not proper to 
generalize to an "ulcer seat" on the basis of this 'WOrk, Frenchfs experiment 
does underscore the involvement of the central nervous system in a physical 
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ailment which has long been associated. with anxiety. 
Mal:ao was able to induce a slowing of heart rate in rats to accompany 
self-stimlation of the septal region. (1961) Malmo's work seems to shed more 
light on the now classical work of Olds and Milner. (1954) On the basis of 
their experimentation, they- pon ted pleasure and pain oenters in and about the 
septal region. JIalmo's stilm1lation was accompanied bY' a decrease in a reaction 
normally associated with a high drive state, suggesting that such a decrease is 
rewarding. 
In a more clinioal.17 orientated experiment, Malmo at a1 (1957) found not 
only a relationship between the reoeption of criticism on the part of the 
subject and neck and speech muscle tension but also a relationship between the 
gi ving of on ticism on the part at the examiner and the same muscle tension. 
There was a relaxation of speech muscles on both parts to accompal'l7 praise. 
This stuq is limited due to the smallness of the sample, a limitation common 
to moh physio10gical17 orientated research. However, it again underscores the 
involvement of the neuro-endocrine system in anxietr. 
As earl,. as 1908 Yerkes and Dodson found that increasing tbe stimulus 
_gni t':lde aided discrlm1na.tion up to a point and that any increase in 
stimulus strength after that impeded discrimination. The above formtllation 
became known as the Yerke .... Dodson law. Malmo, in connection with his activatiOl 
theo1'7, bas posited a graphical inverted UU" arrangement in regard to the 
activity" of the A.R.A.S. and the performance of the organism. In other words, 
in lIal.mots view neoronal stimulation of the A.LA.B. will heighten performance, 
up to a point. From that point, further stiJm1lation will be accompanied br a 
breakdown in performance. This again is much like the result of an acute 
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anxiety reaction as described in clinical 11 terature. 
Paralleling Malmo '$ activation h;vpothesi$ is mch of the molar experiments .. 
work in which anxiety is operationally defined in tenns of smety scale 
scores. 'the anxiety scales in question are, for the most part, based on 
Hnllian drive theor:Y (Ibll, 1943) as elaborated. by' Spence (1958) and Taylor 
(19$6), the author of the MAS, the most popular anxiety questionnaire now in 
use. (19$3) 
'1'he MAS was im tially constructed by taking appMpriate anxietY' items froB 
the WPI to measure drive in humans ('1'aylor, 19S3) but 1t was not presented as 
a olinical measure of anxiety. (Taylor, 1956) It has been found that it does 
not cOl"1'"elate well with Rorschach indicators of anxiety. (Cox and Sarason. 
19541 Goldstein and Goldberger, 19$5, Westrop, 19$3) 
Since the constl'ltction of the MAS, other anxiety questionnaires lave come 
into prominance, some to measure manifest anxiety in children, the CMAS 
(Castaneda et al, 19$6), and others to measure d1£fel"Ent kinds of anxiety, 
apparently' of a MOre situational nature, such as the Test Anxiety Questionnaire 
(TAQ). (Sarason, S.B., and WLndler, 19$2, sarason, S.B., and. Gordon, 19$3) 
Cattell and Scheier (1961) factor analyzed oommonly used anxiety scales of 
the questionnaire variety and isolated six tactors which were "neurotic" in 
nature. However, cattell and Soheier make a distinction between anxiety and 
neuroticism, holding with the v.i.ew that "neurotiolt !'actors are intertwined wi. th 
anxiety i tema on most anxiety questionnaires. 
Using anxiety scales as the operational definition of anxiety, investi-
gators have found that highly anxious subj eots were more easily conditioned 
(Ta,1or, 19$1), leamed simple tasks better {Farber and Spence, 19$3J Spence, 
U 
19SBJ Taylor and Spence, 1953), and that there were differences in seale 
scores between male and female. (Simek, 1956. Taylor, 19.:>3) 
However, as tasks bee.ame more complicated or as stress was introduced low 
anxiety subjects eventually surpassed high anxiety subjects in performance. 
(Ohilds, 1951'1 Farber and Spence. 19.:>3. Mandler and Saruon, S.B., 1952. 
Nicholson, 195BJ Saraaon, I.G., 1961, Sperber, 1961) 
Davitz (1960) in It study in'V01ving social perception, found that highly' 
anxious subjects saw themselves as less lik<a others than low anxious subjects 
saw themselves. Oynther (1951) found higbl7 anxious subjects eommmeated less 
effioiently than low anxious subjects. However, no interaction between anxiety 
and stress was found. Farber and Spence found no evidence that anxiety 
effected reaction time. (1956) 
There seems to be Wll1T conflicting results in the experimental work done. 
1.0. Saraaon (1960) pointed out that the confusion is due, at least in part, 
to the use of indices, such as the :MAS, which measures a "general- anxiety 
level. He proposes that many indices be used to measure anxiety in each 
si tuation. It was this consideration which DlDti vated the construction of the 
TAQ, mentioned above. 
In spite of the contradictions, Sarason, in the same review of the 
literature, (1960) indicated tlat the greater bulk of the research has sholm 
that those subjects who bave been termed high anxious on the basis of their 
test soores (normally those who scored in the higheat quartile of the popula-
tion sampled) behaved as outlined above, i.e., they were DlDre readilY 
oondi tioned, learned simple tasks better, were more detrimentally affeeted by 
stress, were less able to learn oomplex tasks, and tended to exh1bi t more 
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defensive behavior than law anxious subjects (normally those who scored in the 
lowest quartile of the population sampled). There are two comments which might 
be made about the work done thus far. The firat is tl'at we seem to bave 
conceptualized anxiety in terms of extremes regarding our operational defini-
tion, virtually ignoring the middle fifty percent of the populations sampled. 
The second is that high anxiety subjects seem to behave as if they were more 
"ego-involved" than low anxiety subjects. The last point works in well with 
the more clinical conceptualizations of anxiety. A more complicated task or 
the introduction of stress could be interpreted as more of a threat to the sell 
or "egon and more anxiety producing. 
),hch of the child work done in the area, using a childrenfs version of 
arudetT scales, has run a parallel with the wone reviewed above, using adult 
subjects. 'I'ms, Castenedo (1956) found that high anxious children did less 
well on dif1'1cult tasks but better on shlp1e tasks. However, ~ of the 
h1Potheses tested were of a more clinical nature and high test anxiety in 
children has often been considered indioati ve of mal.adjuatment. 
18000 and Cochrtn (1960) found a relationship between the degree of mal-
adjustment, as measured by a Teacrur's Adjuatment Scale, and high Ohildren 'a 
ltanifest Anxiety Seale (CMAS) scores. Saruon, S.B. at al (1960) found high 
anxious boys to be more insecure. Parents of' high anxious children rated the 
less i"a'VOr'ably than parents of' low anxious ohildren rated their offsprings. 
(Davidson et al, 19$8) L'Abate (1960) found more da~ in high amdous 
girls but greater striving for independenoe in high anxious boYB. Sar&son et 
al (19$8) found high amdous boys more dependent and insecure. One study', 
(Phillips, 1962) suggests that high amdoue children did poorer in sohool 
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subj acts than did low anxious children. Malpass et al (1960) found that 
retarded children had higher CMAS scores than "normal" children, but that there 
was no relationship between CYAS and I.Q., suggesting a situational anxiety .. 
A number of studies dealing with anxiety and children have suggested that 
the b1ghl.y anx1.ous child is leas well identified 'With his or her sex: role" 
Investigators have taken game prefet'ence (Sutton-Sm1th and Rosenberg, 1960), 
classroom observation (8altson et al, 1960), olassroom and playground observa-
tions (Isooe and Caiden, 1960). a Masoulinity-Feminity scale (Gray. 19!57) and 
verbal behavior (Barnard, 1961) as measures of sex role identification. Both 
Gray (1951) and Iscee (1.961) indicated that low anxious children who identif"1ed 
better with their appropriate sex role found nK>re aco.eptanCG from their peers. 
It can be seen that the work done with ohildren 1s much leas ambiguous and 
oontradictor.r than that done with adu.l.ts, suggesting two alternatives \"[hioh are 
not necessarily exclusive. There is a greater llkelihood that an experimenter 
can control the environment more effeotivelY' or that it is already more un-
changing for him in the case of children. The second &1 ternati. ve is that 
anxiety seales are less effective as predictors of performance as people grow 
older. 
Also related to the present study are the attempts to determine the 
relationship between anxiety scale scores and academic achievement. 
Spielberger found no correlation between nanifest anxiety and intelligence. 
(19!58) Then he found no relationship between anxiety' and college grades. 
(1959) Flna1l7, he found at low imerse relationship between anxiety and colleg 
grades (1962), but he had to eliminate the brightest students, bees.use they 
did well whether they were anxious ar not, from his sample tD obtain a 
1.4 
relationship. It should be remarked that studies dealing with sucoess in 
oollege present a statistically restricted range, ability-wise, and the 
predictive value of measures of drive are perforce limited because of this 
restriction. The interaction between ability and anxiety scale scores should 
also be considered, i.e., one should ask what effect on a subject's anxiety 
seale score does his being placed in a challenging situation as opposed to that 
subject who might 'be placed in a potential failure situation. 
Malnig (1964) presented his hypothesis, "differential prediction," which 
seems to offer a reasonable explanation for the conflioting evidp..noe just 
oi ted. He found a greater variance in both the aoademic achievement and SCAT 
scores of high anxious students than of low anxious etudents. He hypothesized 
that anxiety, operational.l.y defined as MAS scores, lessens the predictive 
validity of most measures of ability. 
The present study differs from the work just reviewed in that it is an 
attempt to induce a change in anxiety soale soores. 
CHAPTER nI 
DtiSIGN OF THE EXPERIMENT 
Subjects. 
The subj eats were 99 second semester Sophomores and 81 second semester 
Juniors in 1'hglish classes at Lane Technioal Rtgh School in Chioago. Lane has 
an ill male enrollment. Their ages on Januar,y 31, 1963 are listed in table I. 
1, 
l$a 
TABLE I 
Means & SDs of B.S. SUbjects in Months 
Group SD 
C 191 21.67 
X 193 19.92 
Xy 191 6.61 
Xx 19$ 27.49 
Junior 199 26.1£4 
Junior C 198 20.80 
Junior X 200 27.33 
Sophomore 186 16.70 
Sophomore C 18> 18.00 
Sophomore X 186 1,.39 
Total 192 20.76 
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There were four olasses of Sophomores and four olasses of Juniors. Two 
of the Sophomore and two of the Junior olasses were taught by the present 
wri ter. one Junior and one Sophomore olass was taught bY' teacher Ai one Junior 
and one Sopmmore olass was taught bY' teaoher B. All of the author's classes 
were designated experimental "I". (N=93) Of these, one Sophomore and one 
Junior olass was designated "Xx" (N=43 ) J one Sophomore and one Junior class 
was designated Illy" (N-$O). All other olasses were designated control "C". 
(Na93) ELght Sophomore students were lost from teacher A's class during the 
six weeks intervening between test and retest due to administrative olass 
leveling. These were eliminated from the sample, reduoing the total 
population to 178, the "cn group to 8" and teacher A's sophomore olass to 18. 
TABL~ n 
Distr1bution of Subjects in Groups and. Classes 
Teacher A Teacher B 
c c y 
N c:l 18 N = 27 
Juniors 
N:: 86 20 21 23 
17 
22 
N - &2 x" 7';; 
N = 178 
T 
18 
Test used: 
We have a.ttempted to test the hypotheses stated in the introduction by 
using a relatively new measure of a.mdety, the NicolaY ..... alker Personal Reactio 
Schedule (PRS). It is similar to the MAS, mentioned. above, in that it is a 
True/False questionnaire, the taking of which constitutes the subject's 
attesting to or not attesting to his subjective feelings of anxiety. Ibwever, 
there are some important differences representing unique innovations. 
The PRS contains three subscales which correspond to the three isolated 
factors representing three relatively "pure" types of anxiety. The three sub-
scales are operational.l.y defined as t 
Amd.et,.. Type M (Voter Tension) 
1)pe J( anxiety is chal'QQterlzed by eoncem. with external a.chieve-
ments coupled with pb\Y8ieal tension which acts as a defense against 
feelings of inadequacy. Wben Fl:\l&rt.ra.tions occurs, emergy is channeled 
somatically instead of peyehically. Tn>e U anxiety results in hyper-
actin ty, pJvsical and mental restlessness, or jumpiness. 
Anxiety Type 0 (Object) 
Type 0 anxiety is characterised by concern that external demands 
and perceived expectancies mat be overwhelm1ng and one may suffer harm. 
It represents a profection or rationalization of one fS personal 
inadequacy. It resuJ.ts in a magnification of personal. probleme out of 
propo:rt.:i.on to objecti va reality. The emphasis is here on the external 
as a source of anxiety or unrest • 
.Anxiety Type P (Personal Inadequacy) 
Type P anxiety is characterized by the concern that one may not be 
capable of meeting the difficulties of lite. The person himself reels 
inadequate and the inadequacy lies within himself. There is a certain 
helplessness and self-evaluation which rDIirly give rise to guilt feelings. 
The focus of the umerta.inity is onets own inadequacy. (Walker, R. B. an 
NicolaY' ; R. C., 1963) 
The 87 i tams were mixed with 30 I-scale i tams from the MMPI. Since we 
shaJ.l use only the total M-()"P score, we shall supply normative data only for 
Scale 
Total M-O-P 
Total 
TABLE III 
The Mean and Standard Deviation on the 
Personal Reaction Schedule for 948 Undergraduates. 
Test-Retest reliability for 197 college subjects. 
Total PRS, r .. .87 
Pearson Produot lbment Correlation between PRS and MAS. 
Total.. r,. PRS and MAS = .71 
19 
SD 
10.22 
The above data is adapted fromt (Walker, It.~. and Nioolay, It. c .. , 1963) 
As can be seen from. Table III, the Total. V-O-P oorr-elates rather well with 
the MAS (r •• 71). T1ms it would seem reasonable that !DIU17 ot the inferences 
drawn from the use of the HAS are also applicable to the FRS. 
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Prooedurel 
At lohe beginning ot the spring semester all studmts in the author's 
classes were asked to m te & descriptive paragraph and an exposi 1:.017 theme. 
These were e_luated by the author and the students were informed in individual 
conferenoes about areas of weakness in general wr1 ting sldlls. FAch of the 
conferenoes were for about ten miDlltes and consisted, primarily, of information 
giving. 
At the same time, during the first two weeks ot the semester when olasses 
were being leveled, letters were sent to the parents ot the students in the 
eight classes mentioned above, asking their permission to allow their sons to 
take part in an experiment. The,. were assured that the privacy of the 
students 01" the families would not be violated and that the individual test 
scores would be released to no one. The parents were asked to disOUls the 
_ttar wi til their sons and indicate their permission by signing the bottom of 
the lett ... and returning it to the experimenter. 
The author visited each class and assured the students that this was 
merely a reaearch project and not a subtle way of ".finding out about theme" 
They were asked to cooperate and were intormed that, if they- wished, the author 
If'OUld return after the project's oompletion and answer a~ reasonable questions 
about what we were trying to investigate. 
All but six of the students oon:taoted, exoluding absentees, agreed to take 
pa.rt in the project and retumed. the signed letters. The six students who 
refrained .... e excluded from the sample. On Janl1a17 31, 1963, the PHS was 
administered to all the subjects desoribed above. 
The classes taught by teachers A and B were handled in the same manner as 
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theee two teaohers had been accustomed. Both were women, and both bad been 
teaohing in the Chicago schools for at least SEWEll Tears. Both bad receiTed 
the bighest possible efficiency ratings t.rom their principle. (SUperior) 
Teacher A's and teacher B ts classes were re-tested at the end of a six 
week period. The students were not told of the re-test beforehand. 
'the author'. classes, those who bad been asked to write the two assign-
ments wbile the letters were going out, began a project consisting ot inter-
related units of work on the dayarter the first test was administered.. The ail 
ot the project was to improve the student's writing sld.lls and fae1lity in 
WTitten expression. 
The clanes were handled. within the l1m1ts set down bY' the ofticial 
"Course of study" of the Chicago Public Schools, in the manner desor1bed by 
Rogers. (1961) '!'he teacher did not attempt to lecture or g1 Te information. 
Instead he accepted and re.flected back to the students whatEWel' negati Te or 
posi t1 ve emotion which emerged dur.1.ng the project. He clarified and swnmarized 
what information thq had found. 
Rach group wa. broken up into four committees lIhich met during the last 
fn m:1m1tes ot each class s.ssion to coordinate the activities ot the individual 
members. During the first two units representatiTes hom each committee 
reported. their progress to the rest of the class, and at the el'ld at the first 
two units a final paper was written describing what each individual had gained 
from his two weekts activities. 
A brief' description of the individual units follows I 
I. Un! t one was devoted to the improTement of wri ttng sld.lls. 
Appropriate books dealing with grtUD1DI.r and writing style were made aT8.ilable to 
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the stw:iEl1ts. It was their responsibility" to find the info:naati.on which they 
needed and e:xpreas their findings in the aboTe-mentioned final paper of the 
unit. 
II. 1)lrlng unit two books containing writings of modem British and 
American authors were made available, and it was the task or the student to 
determine why the werle of the sucoessf'tll author differed from thar own and 
what about it rendered it clearer. more force:f'ul, or simp~ lfbetterft • The 
committees began res_ling discussion groups DIlch more so than during the 
first unit. 
In" During unit three all students were asked to apply what thEIr had 
learned, 1.e., they were asked to write an expository theme, a short story, a 
charaoter sketch, or a poem, whichever they chose. Rough drafts were wrl tten 
and submitted to the committees for criticism.. The boys discussed and debated 
their work for over a week, wbile the teaoher moved fro. group to group 
reflecting feelings and. clar1fy.l.ng opinions. There was mch less of negative 
emot.ional release during this sese10n than the ,m.ous two. 'fhe.final assign-
ment was completed during the lut three days of the project.. 
Two days before the co1m1nation of the project the students 1n the Ix 
groups were re-administered the PHS. The author's other two classes, ~ were 
administered the PRS for the sea::>nd time two days after the completion of the 
project, on the same day that the four control groups, 0, were tested. 
A great part of the negative emotion during the PO.1 ect centered. around the 
teacher's role. He was on the one band a group counselor and on the other a 
discussion leader. At times, both he and the stUdents ~xper1enced uncertainty 
about what he was. As the project progressed he moved B>re firmly into the 
role of discussion leader. 
CHAPTER IV 
RVStJLTS 
Means, Variances, and. Standard Deviations of PRS $Corea were oomputed for 
the total population, for the ttllt group, for the "C" group, for the "XX" group, 
for the nIt'" group, tor the Sophomores, tor the Juniors, tor the sophomore "I" 
g1'Ou:p, tor the Junior ·X" group, and for the individual classes on both test 
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TABLE IV 
JIean and standard Deviations and Variances 
b7 Classes, Grades and Total Population 
M srf SD 
Test I Test II 1 2 Test I Test II 
Control 31.67 31.2S l44 186 12.00 13.64 
Teacher J. 
Sophomore (C) 34.67 30.94 19S lS2 13.96 11.33 
Junior (e) 32.61 34.80 120 159 10.96 12.61 
Teacher B 
Sophomore (e) 31.92 31.73 15, 232 12.16 15.23 
Junior (C) 27.71 27.,2 87 1,8 9.33 12.,7 
Ex:perimental 34.47 34.89 83 122 9.U U.OS 
Sophomore (Y) 36.96 3S.'9 72 127 8.49 11.27 
Sophomore (X) 35.62 34.10 73 102 8.54 10.10 
Junior (y) 3S.17 38.44 76 lOS 8.72 10.25 
Junior (X) 29.,9 31.00 80 123 8.94 1l.09 
Total 
Sophomore 34.41 33.07 135 169 11.62 13.00 
Total 
Junior )1.37 33.02 9B 153 9.90 12.37 
Total 33.14 33.04 144 1,6 10.68 12.49 
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As can be seen from Table IV there is some discrepancy between both Means 
and Variances. The discrepancy is noticeable between both test and retest wi tb 
the same group and between groups during the same testing. 
Mean Differences between test a.l'1d retest were computed for each of the 
groups mentioned above and for whome Mesns, Varianoes, and Standard Deviations 
were supplied on Table IV. A "tH test for the differenoe between correlated 
means was applied to test the signif1canoe ot the differenoe between test and 
retest of all the groups mentioned above. 
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TABLF V 
t Ratios fcr Differenoes between Correlated Means 
Indi'Vidual Groups and Classes 
Group Class t Ratio Level of Sig. Class t Ratio Level of Big. 
Soph. Junior 
A Soph. 2.76ll .05 Junior 1.2285 N.B. 
B Soph. .3021 N.S. Junior .1397 N.S. 
Xy Sopb. .8097 N.S. Junior 2.6500 .05 
Ix Soph. .8677 N.S. Junior .9889 N.S. 
Total Sopb. 1.9S9S .05 Junior 2.3510 .025 
·V Soph. 1.1916 N.S. Junior 2.5327 .OS 
tIC" Sopb. 1.6910 N.S. Junior .8920 N.S. 
Indi T14u.al Groupa-Combined. Classes 
Group t Ratio Level ot Signifioanse 
"P .9810 N.S • 
ftC" • 5833 N.S • 
Ix • 0014 N.S • 
Xy • 9927 N.S • 
Total • 0180 M.S. 
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NEd. ther the '*l" nor the "C" group reached significanoe. ibweTer, the 
knior "X" group showed a significant inorease in anxiety scale soores and the 
Junior "C" group, whioh ohanged in the same direction, did not reach signifi-
oanoe. Nei ther the Sophomore "X" nor the Sophomore "e" groups reached 
signifioance in their ohange, but they both deol"e8sed on retest. The total 
Junior population inoreased sign1fioantJ:.y on retest. Sophomore group taught 
by teaoher "Aft showed. a significant inorease in anxiety scale scores on retest. 
Junior group ttx.,." showed a significant inorease in anxie~ soale soores on re-
test. 
The significance of the d:U"ferenoes between signifioant differences 
described abOTe 1'I8.S determined by means of a "tlf test for the signifioanoe of 
the differences of differences between the Junior "1ft group and the Junior "C" 
group. These d:U'ferences did not reach sign:U'ioanoe (See Table VI), primarily 
because both grou.ps varied in the same direction. In other words. the 
significant increase on retest by the Junior "I" group was not enough greater 
than that shown by the Junior "C" group to enable us to assert that it was due 
to faotors other than our total Junior population's tendenoy to increase in 
anxiety scale soores on retest. Thus, lf3pothesis 1'1WJber 1, as stated in the 
Introduction, was not substantiated. 
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TABLE VI 
"t" Ratios for Signifioanoe of Signifioanoe of Differenoes 
Groups 
Junior "XU and "C" 
Total Sophomore 
and 
Total Junior 
Ratio 
1.0072 
2.9209 
Level of Significanoe 
u.s. 
• OJ. 
Most of the ohange in the Junior ltV group was due to that 'Whioh oeeurec1 
in the Junior ttIy't grouP) Sophomore group ltXytt actually showed decreased 
anxiety seale scores on reteart. (See table V) B:fpot:'1esis 2, as stated in the 
introduction, was not substantiated. 
If one looks at the direction of change represented on Table V ,one 
notices that all of the Sophomore classes, both "X" and nCR decreased on retest 
and the total Sophomore population decreased signi flea.ntly on retest. The 
total junior population increased significantly on retest, but Teacher ff'8 'sit 
Junior class did not inerease with the others. A "t" test for the significanoe 
of differences of differences between Sophomores and Juniors was computed and a 
very signifioant difference was obtained. The major trend in the da.ta, i.e ... 
the Sophomores deoreasing on retest and the Junior ts inoreasing on r~test, was 
not related to any of the hypotheses stated in the introduction. We shall gi va 
further attention to that trend in the next section, "Disoussion of Results. It 
It w.tll be noted on Table IV that the second testing supplied Va.rianoes 
and standard Deviations whieh were larger than those supplied by the first 
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testing. The only exception to this 1/as those scores supplied by the Sophomore 
classes taught by teacher A. The change, however, was on the part of both the 
"X" and the tiC" groups. 
Bartlettts Test for Homogeneity of Variance was applied to test the 
significance of this increase in Va.riance. As can be seen from Table VII, the 
eight varianees supplied by the eight classes of students who were tested on 
January 31, 1962 appear to be homogmeous. Similarly, the eight 'Variances 
supplied by' the second testing of the same groups appeared to be homogeneous. 
~1one of the variances differed enough from the others in the sample on either 
test or retest to be explained by anything other than chance. Thus, hypotheses 
.3 and 4 were not substantiated. 
Groups 
Total and 
8 subgroups 
(lst Testing) 
Total and 
8 subgroups 
(2nd Testing) 
TABLE VII 
Bartlett's Test for Homogeneity of Variance 
X2 Value Sig. Needed Level 0' Significance 
10.9171 N.S. 
6.4316 N.5. 
ClIAPTtR V 
DISCUSSION 
None ot the Four hypotheses set torth in the "Introduction" were 
,aubstan.tiated. There seemed to be a significant increase among the Junior 
experimental group whioh apparently substantiated, in part, hypothesis munber 
one and lent credence to the notion that the added commitment involved 1.n 
client-centered teaching, alor:g ldth the possible presence of unassimilated 
knowledge would. be detectable as an increase in anxiety scale soores. 
However, the general tendency was tor all of the Juniors to increase on 
retest, and a oomparison of the above mentioned increase with the increase of 
the oontrol groups did not yield a significant difference. If there was a 
trend in the data whioh substantiated. the first hypothesis, it was "swallowed 
up" by this larger tendency. 
Before offering a further disoussion of the lack of signif1cant results in 
this study it leel'l8 more appropriate to take up the deoi&1 'Ve ohange which did 
occur in the data. 
The most unexpeoted. result was the Juniorts increasing and the Sophomore's 
decreasing on retest. Conoeptualizing what happened in terms ot response to 
anxt et,. laden stil'lltlll might be helpful. 
One group, the younger, attested to more subjective teeiinF;s of anxiety 
than the older at the beginning of a semester in a situation which was 
relatively unstruotured, i.e., many had never been taught b7 the teachers 
involved, had never taken classes in the same surroundings before, and had but 
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an imperfect idea. of what was expected of them. On retest this same group 
attested to less anxiety. The older group, the JUniors, attested to less 
anxiety at the beginning of the semester in approximately the same situation in 
which the Sophomores found themselves, but on retest they attested to more. 
There seem to be three factors involved in admitting to onets arudety bY' 
means of a questionnaire like the PRS. The first is that the person met be 
aware of some feeling of threat or worthlessness or phy'aical tension. If he is 
aware of none of these, he will have no subjecti va feelings of anxiety to admit 
to. The second is that he must see 1'dllUilelf as more than or less than others in 
whatE'fVer quill ty is in question. The third is that he must be willing to admit 
to these subjective feelings. 
The SopholOOres attested to less arud.et~ on retest in an objectively lees 
threatening s1 tuation than was present during the .first testing session. 'l'bis 
is to be 8"Pected on the basis of the first two factors outlined above. 
Certa1~ we could argue that they had beoome less trusting or more defmsi ve, 
but unless we hold that six weeks of teaching and m'Ving into a oore settled 
routine made thm more defensive, the above argument does not hold up. It seem 
much mo:r.e likeb- that they We1"e reflecting their own feelings. 
The Juniors admitted tc more anxiety with a less objectively threatening 
si mat1on. Since their situation was approld..mately the same as the one in whid 
the Sophomores found themselves, the reaeon for the difference must lie in the 
students themselves or in the social milieu in which they found themselves. 
Taking up the question from the point of view of the Juniors themselVes, 
one might argue that the Juniors were thirteen months older and had learned in 
that crucial thirteen months to become more evas! ve untU they had become lrlOl"& 
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accustomed to the situation. It this were true .. we would be imp~g that the 
oppos! te happened with the Juniors as happened 1d th the Sophomores and we would 
be giving as our reason the fact tmt they were thirteen months older. It is 
doubtful that thirteen months of biological maturity" ie going to virtually 
reverse a person's mode of behavior. 
However, it might be more fruitful to oonsider the difi'erences in Sooial 
posi tion between the Sophomores and the Juniors. The Juniors were considered 
upperclassmen and the Sophomores lower olassmen. The Juniors were probab17 
treated as being closer to adults and this treatment probabl)r entaJ.led more 
adult like defenses on their part. The Sophomores were not only underclassmen, 
they were not yet sixteen. '!'hq had not had a semester of more adult-like 
treatment (Both classes were in. tlw>ir Sletm!"'.1 semester), and sixteen ie the age 
at which a student may be dropped froDl school, a legal. indication of' adult-11ke 
status. 
Even more far reaching is the fact. that a sixteen year old may drive a car 
and frequl9ntly'does, may date, and frequently does, and may hold a job falling 
under the minimum wage laws, and. frequently does. Most of the student. in the 
older group had enjoyed theae privileges and responsibilities for about four 
months. (See Table 1) 
It seems that society almost thrusts adult roles and responsibilities onto 
",ung people at age sixteen. Seoondly, it has long been a tradition in our 
cultu.re that men living in the United States are not allowed the same emotional 
outlets as EUropeans. For example, American men seldom if ever are allowed 
to err, and they do not show affection, at least publicly. In short., we have 
a somewhat Stoical model in comparison with, for example, the middle Furopean 
group. stoioi3lll probably propigates dofenai va denial. 
defenses, and the greater security in having a more structured. sohool situation 
and knowing and trusting the teaohers more may have enabled them to be more 
"honest." This may also ofter an e>..xplanation for the counseled Junior group's 
showing a significant increase on retest and teacher B's group shoydng a sl.:l.ght 
but negligible deorease on retest. 
It is difficult at this time to determine what '<vas the situation with the 
Sophomores and the Juniors. Certainly, they both represent an "in be'tm>.en" 
state, i. e., in between childhoC'ld and adulthood. It our reasoning is correct 
in that the Juniors were thrust into ad:ul.t responsibilities and the Sophomores 
were still in ftthe womblt of childhood, then other age levels, perhaps Freshmen 
and Sophomores or Juniors and Seniors, may have been better subjects tor this 
study. 
Our major eonolus5.on rogarding the dramatic difference in response to 
anxiety qL"'estionnaire retest is that we unqittingly seem to bave uncovsred a 
rieh and valuable area to research in terms of adolescent d.ew-.l.opment. This 
will be discrussed fUrther when we take up the question of further reaeareh. 
The i!'.1'luel'...ce of the individual teachers may have been a factor in this 
stu~. Pto,rhaps teacher B was more threatening, less understanding, or simply 
more d~ding of adult-like behavior than the other two teachers involved. 
The above does not offer an explanation for the experiJMntal groups not 
involved ehanging as predicted. There are two alternatives which should be 
considered. '!'he First is that our inst1"UIItent" Total. H-O-P, FRS, did :0.0:-7, 
measure a "specific" enough kind of anxiety which might be attached. to a 
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leaming situation, i.e., that the PRS was not sensitive to the learn:tng 
81 tnat:l.on with Tdlioh the students in the eliperlmental group were preoccupied 
but was more .ansi t1 va to expressions of threat of a more Ilgloba3.tt nature. 
Therefore, the students' preoccupation with the task may have pre"1i:imted a 
signitieant change in scale 1C0"8. 
In the present GJePer1me:rrt ,va attempted to study a more positive t,pe of 
nar>.x:tety." but we seem to bave set out to measure a situational type of re-
action with a "Global" measure. The a:l. gn:l.ficant difference in d:treetionali ty 
between Sopbomores and Juniors hints at a more ~rvas1 va change refiecting a 
major alteration in the subjectts manner of living. 
The above point hints at 'W'bat might be a difficulty with mch or the 
research about anxi.:>.ty, as well as with this research. .As was point'5!d out in 
the Introduction, anxiety has been looked upon as a diffuse feeling of um-est. 
However" those who wrl te in the area w11l often refer to anxiety as an in-
determinate phenomenon, and then attempt a measurement 1n a speci):'ic ai tnation. 
Samson's suggestion (1960), that there be measures of anxtety design.ed 
for eaoh 8i tuation, seems very- appropriate. The implioation is not that there 
1s no such thing as a "global" type of amdetT, only that people generally 
experience anxietT-likc reaotions associa.ted with a partioular stimlus object, 
and tlat they 1'1111 more readily attost to having anxiety likefeel1ngs in 
conneotion with the threatening situation of which they have been a part than 
to "global" feelings dissociated from the a1tuation. 
Certainl7 :l.mpllci t in much of the research with the MAS, when the 
experimenter writes of ttb1gh" and ttl(JW'1t anxious subjects, is that amtiet;r is a 
more chronie .tate. That work done with mre speoific measures su.oh aa the 
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'1'AQ, when the experimenter writes of subjects in a rttestrt situation and those 
in a "non-test" 8i tuation implies that anxiety is a more acute state. The 
~theses stated in the Introduction of the present paper 'WOUld imply this 
lat.t.er view, both in terms of the situation and in terms ot the aesimulation ot 
new knowledge on the part ot the students. 
In addition to the acute versus ~hronic dilenma, there seems to be another 
center1ng around whether anxiety .7 be viewed as a ttnol'El." phenomenon or not. 
Implici te to this study and to muoh of the published resea.roh involving anxiety 
questionnaires is the notion that anxiety is a normal phenomenon. To be more 
specifio, 'the oonceptRDr:l:ve,· whioh in F.hll or Spence's theory is analogous to 
what the clinician's haft called amdety, has been viewed as essential to norma 
motifttion. 
We are faced with two questions reg8l"d1ng the nat.ure of anxiety. The 
f'!rst 18 "What is it'" and the other is ttlt we acoept the fact that aome 
anxiety is a necessary' concomi taut of learning, then how moh is desirable in 
learning and how mnoh is too mch?· 
In our struggle to answer the ttrst question we r.el that one JII1st abandon 
the operational defiDition ot anxiety. i.e ... defining it in terms or our 
measuring instrument becs\UJe weare attempting to define the nature of a 
phenomenon which is not directly observable but which we attempt to quanti!)' 
by means of a 'aehanor-al measure. 
While there haYe been ~ fra.mea of :reference tro. which anxiety has been 
studied, :l t seems to be a phenomenon COIJiIOI'l to the human person. 'rhere appears 
to be one element OOJllllOn to the ma.l'O' views of the nature of anxiety_ When a 
person is "amd.ous .. " be seeJ18 to be experiencing a ditfU •• ieeJ.ing of exoitemen~ 
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or unrest. As was pointed out by J4alDIo (US?) I there seems to be a heightening 
of pb;ysical tension acc~g the subject1T. experience of anxietT. 
This state of diffuse excitement would. seem to point to the preeence of 
threat to the inti vidual. However, writers 1n the area (e.g., May, 19'50) state 
as their major distinguishillg eriteria between anxiety and tear that in fear 
their is a threatening object to which the person reacts appropriately. In 
anxiety states there is no "objective" threatening object, although the person 
will seek to find an "object" to which he can attach his anx:t.etT. 
In other words" the threat mus:t be intemal.. In pul'sueing the question 
turther. we mIt ask what it is that results in such unrest. It would leem tba~ 
the ~st8'ltialist8 supp~ the cleareet answer to this last queetion. As .. 
ment10ned in the "Introduction," Xierkegaard (1946) and flay (19'50J 1948) saw 
anxievas fl ••• fear of becom1ng nothing- or a fear of annib:Uation. One 
could .,..,. well argue that this 1s analogous to Freud's castration anxiety 
(1938), in that by analogy, a castrated male becomes nothing. 
It m1ghti be ueetul to discuu this 1n terms of theorists who pori t a "self' 
or a self-concept. It (JIaalow, 1951u Rogers, 1961) A fear of becom1ng notbing, 
1ft these terms, could VC!T well result from &ll1' threat to the selt. If arq 
activity is perceived as a potential tor the lowering of one's seU esteem, 
that acti"li t7 is seen a. a direct threat to the self concept. 
Azr$' information which a person perceives as unlcDo1m. &tV' acti'Vi ty wh1ch 
involves bis ohanging a chal"8.cter.tstio DIOde of behavior oan be seen as 
potentially annihilating because the person 1n! tially does not know how he will 
change. 
!his brings us to the second. point of ampba..i, in the existentialist'. 
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for.rmlations. The anxious person does not know what it is that he m:tght or 
might not ohange and be does not real.l;r know what it is that is threatening him. 
W1th these considerations in mind we would offer the :fbllow1ng as a definition cP 
'{"UJ-
anxiety. Anxiety is a diffuse feeling of unrest in the presence of anjunder-
stood object or activity which is, by 'Virtue of its unknowableness, sllbjective~ 
conceived as threatening to the person's concept of himself. 
If anxiety is thought of in this light, it seems clear that human learning 
could not oCCllr unless anxiety accompanied it. This brings us to the second 
question, "Row mch anxiety is desirable for learning and/or how mch is too 
mch?" 
It 1s the present writer's opinion that we can not go about determining" 
how mch 1s too much?" in a gross, quantitative manner. SGE individual. can 
tolerate more amdety than others, and some actual.ly need an ar.xiety producing 
situation before they" will work up to their capacity. others would be over-
whelmed by the same amount of anxiety, if we can, for descriptive purposes, 
conceptualize anxiety in terms of "amount." 
What seems crucial here 18 the self-concept of the :tnd1 vidual. If a persO! 
pe!"ceives himself as not worthwhile, there is good likelihood that he will not 
tole"..te muoh more threat to his meager selt-esteem. This might be the key, a8 
well, to the acute versus chronic dilemma. 'flbat we have 'been ca.lling chronic 
amdet,' is moh closer to what olinioians have been oalling "neurotic anxiety. It 
It would eeem. reasonable that chronic anxiety i8 that whioh is experienoed bya 
person because he al.ready has a low estimation of bimself. He spends moh of 
his time guarding wbat 11. ttle selt-eateem he has and attempting to bolster it 
by means of defensive maneuvers. There is much more "ego-invol'tr:?ment" on the 
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part of this type of individual and the "ego-involvement" is usually associated. 
wi th any activity in his perceptual. field. The reason for this is that he m.t 
guard himself from all threat, and he sees most things as threatening. This 
offers further insight into the findings that highl1' anxious subjects do not 
do as well on tasks in which there may be many interfer.ing stimuli, and those 
which have shown that they are more easily distractable. (Sarason, 1960) 
The person who has an a.dequate. and realistic, self-concept is certainly 
better equipped to tolerate more anxiety and by the same token, will probably 
learn more because he or she i8 more "open" to what i8 learned and can 
ass1mulate it with a miniJ:lllDl of distortion. 
Another explanation :fbr individual differenoes in peoplets abilit,. to 
tolerate and benefit from anxiety could be the p~iological nake-up of the 
individual. Hqarkening back to the common .charaoteristic of all conceptuallza-
tions of anxiety as stated above, we pointed to a diffuse feeling of unrest, a 
physioal tension. It is wi thin the realm of probability that indi vidual.s -7 
differ in the amount of "activation" they can 8'I1stain without cortioal centers 
ffbrealdng down" in their aoti"d.ty. Certa1.nl;r, this more somatic ,,-lew can be 
seen as complementary to that associated wi th the self-conoept. 
One oannot adequately arunrer questions like "How muoh anxietY' is too moh?' 
if his only criteria are tests such as the •• A.S. or the P.R.S. 
Both tests were im. tially constl"llcted. by asking clinicians to ju.dge whioh 
of a large pool of questions asked a person to attest to his subject! Vet feellnga 
of anxiety. The individual test items refer to feelings of inadequacy either 
beoause the person himself feels inadequate and guilty', or because external 
demands will make him teel inadequate, restless and jumpy. (Walker, R. F.., and 
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Nioolay, R. C., 1963) 
The p.R.S. probably does tap what we have defined as anxiety b.ecause the 
individual test items are, to some extent, duplications of the description whic 
we have presented, especia.l.ly "chronic!! anxtety, but that is btqgging the 
question of Ithow much?" 
Getting back to the question, bow much anxiety is too mch for "learning," 
we must take into consideration tIle measure used, the task to be learned, the 
self-conoept of the individual, the situation in whioh the learning is to occur 
and probably other factors. Only then can we begin to qua..7J.tif)r, admitting all 
the while that what we are quantifying is behavior which seems to result from 
the presence of anxiety J not anxiety i teal!. 
At present, there is reall;r no other way to quantify a construct such as 
anxiety. Intelligence testers do the same thing. They do not really measure 
intelligence, per se. WhIlt they meas-qre is behavior which seems to result from 
intelligEnce. We quantify for purposes of better description, as if theso oem-
structs were directly me&sureable. One could say the same thtng about any 
oonstruct which one attempts to measure indirectly. rus seems to be the major 
limitation the empirioal approaoh. In other words, we attempt to observe 
behavior and quantify it and then postulate Ii hypothetical construct to Itexplai " 
what We have observed. We are f'urther llmi ted in that when the behavior is 
verbal we must either acoept the subjeot as tttruthful, It t.ake some mea.sure to 
ttva.lidate" hie score I or fa.ll baok on an aotuarial tl'Pe of validation in whioh 
we validate our oonstruot continually as we validate our measure as was done 
with the LA.B. 
However inadequate and artificial this proeedure may seem it is probs.blT 
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the best we have for "noomothetic" research. It is probably true that 
"Ideograpl'dc" researoh would serve to describe the individual better, but the 
ideographic researcher is eventually faced wi th the problem of measuring 
behaVior and quantifying it. He can not avoid it if he intends to generalize 
his results to any great E".xtent. 1":'hat may be needed is a totally new approach 
to experimentation, perhaps one which attempts coml'mmication in some language 
other than rmmbers. Hm1ever, this last is pure speculation. 
There are a number of avenues of' !)roductive research ilrplied by this study. 
As suggested above, a great deal of work could and should be done in the genera 
area of adolescence. Certainly our contention that there is a dramatic change 
in a studentts general life situation between his Sophomore and JUnior year 
because he is thrust into adult responsibilities and roles should be investi-
gated. It would seem to be a very important mi.ssing step in our tracing the 
developmental history of the indi vidual. Vie seem to have devoted much time and. 
effort to studying younger individuals, but adolescence still remains somewhat 
a mystery. 
The presented study was conceived of in terms of "pilot" reeearoh, and 
there are a great many weaknesses. It isp:::l'"t of the function of pilot studies 
to leam from one 'a mistakes. Aside from ":.he question as to whether we used th ~ 
proper kind of anxiety measure (see above), there is another which should be 
raised about the actual counseling procedure as used in the "counseled" classes 
In our "Design of the F.x:periment lt (PP. IS above) we indicated that the 
teacher It. • • renected back to the student both pod ti ve and negat1 ve 
emotion," that he " ••• clarified and su.mmarized information." This hints at a 
dualitY' or even a triplicity of roles on the part of the teaoher. It might ha'Y~ 
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been better, both from the point of view of actual learning and the point of 
view of good researoh methodology, if the teacher had taken a mre definite 
role. 
The problem with the presently reported 8i tuation is that the teacher 
tried to be a group counselor, a discussion leader, and, to some extent, a 
resource person. He could not be only a group counselor or therapist because 
within the framework of most school systems, Chicago Public being no exception, 
group counseling or group therapy in a class supposedly devoted to the learning 
of' an academic sldll would not be appropriate. 
On the other hand, 1 t ift defeating the purpose of client centered teaching 
for the teacher to take on the role of a resource person, because there is 
really little to distinguish between that role and the more traditional one of 
"Information Giver. It I On the other hand. it is almost absurd to consider that 
the teacher would be breaking a rule if he gave a bit of information when it 
was needed, especially in light of the faot that he mst ultimately take the 
responsibili ty of grading the students. The issue at hand is not whether he is 
to give information or not, but whether he is to give it in those instanoes 
when the stUdent could take the responsibility to get it himself, thus robbing 
the student of an opp 0 rluni ty to beoome a little more independent and, perhaps, 
a little more mature. 
The teacher in charge of the "counseledlt groups in the present experiment 
refused to answer any questions, and he probably induced much more frustration 
and tension by so slavishly adhering to the "rules. fI 
The other role, discussion leader, which was sometimes confUsed with group 
counselor in the present study, differs from group counselor or therapist in 
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that 8. discussion leader tends to olarify the intellectual content of what is 
said while the counselor or ther8.p1.st would tend to respond to the .emotional 
impact of the verbalization. 
If this study' were to be replicated-we firmly believe that it should be-
the role of the teacher should be clarified. If it were to be repeated in a 
si tuation like Lane Technical High Sohool where the students are a rather 
"select" group~ it would seem that the most productive role 'Which the teacher 
could take would be that of discussion leader. Ibwever, there would be the 
reservation that if leaming was being impeded because of emotional interfer-
ence, then he woul.d freely recognize the feelings and step into a counselor's 
role. We feel that it should be clarified to all concerned that that is what 
he 1s doing. CertainlY' a major flaw in the present study' is that at times the 
e:xperimenter tended to confuse ubi valence w1 th allowing the students freedom 
and responsibil1 ty. 
Another cr! tioiem which might be levied against the present study is that 
there was no assurance that the control groupe did not learn. If a replication 
were to be undertaken. measures should be taken to insure that formal leaming 
did not occur in the control groups. 
However, as was implied above, one of the purposes of reaearch, espeoially 
of "pilot" research, 1s to inVestigate a field and to leam from mistakes made 
in the prelim1nar:r study. Although none of the fbur b;1potheses were 
substantiated, .this st1idy", if interpreted as a "Pilot" study, has definite 
value. 
CHA.P'l'1m VI 
Ninet,....two Sophomore and eighty-six Junior High School ~h students 
were adIIinistered the PRS at the beginning at the second semester. The total 
population N:: 178) was in eight individual classes. 
Four of the eight classes, two Sophomore and two Junior (I), were ex:posed 
to "cl1enwentered" teaching. One Sophomore and one Junior c1l.ss (Xx) ot the 
X group were retested two dtqs prior to the oompletion ot a six week project 
in which the ItX" groups were _aged. The other two exper1mental groups (11') 
and the control groups (0) were tmed at the end of six weeks. but atter the 
project had been oompleted. 
!he hypotheses to be tested weret 
1. Anx1 ety, operat1onal.l7 detined as FRS scores, will be significantly 
higher with stu.dente who are exposed to IIstud&J:'l't,...centered" teaching than with 
students exposed to mre conventional type of teaching. 
2. Anxiety, operatio1llll.l.y de1'1ned as PBS scores, will be significantly 
higher with students who are actively' engaged in a learning activity than with 
students who have terminated their activity. 
3. The .... r1ance ot amd.ety scale scores (PRS scores) 8\tpplied by 
students engaged in Itstuden:t-centered" teaching 11111 be significantly greater 
than tM _rimee ot anxiety scale acores (PRS soores) supplied b7 students 
engaged in more conventional learning aot! "Vi V. 
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